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_____________________________________________________________________________

CO-PRODUCTION NETWORK FOR WALES
___________________________________________________
Introduction
Co-production is an approach to public services which enables people and professionals
to share power & work together in equal relationships. It’s about pooling our resources
– knowledge, experience, skills and strengths – to solve our problems together.
Co-production is based on an understanding that:
No society has the money to buy, at market prices, what it takes to raise
children, make a neighbourhood safe, care for the elderly, make democracy work
or address systemic injustices. The only way the world is going to address social problems is
by enlisting the very people who are now classified as ‘clients’ and ‘consumers’ and
converting them into co-workers, partners and rebuilders of the core economy1.
Our aspiration is to embed co-production into public service commissioning, design, delivery and
evaluation in Wales. This is not an easy option. It requires a radical change in the way we do
things, at government level, in organisations, and as citizens, service-recipients and carers. This
will involve changing both behaviours and systems. The overarching aim is shared power, shared
control and shared responsibility between the state and citizens. This can only be achieved if we
work together in genuinely equal and reciprocal partnerships.
Many people and organisations in Wales are already involved in co-production, often at the
leading edge of co-production practice. However, we are proving less good at sharing what we
have learned, and have yet to establish a compelling body of evidence for the efficacy of coproduction in the Welsh context. We have few resources, no central source of information or
experience, few opportunities to learn from each other or to break down the barriers between
silos and sectors. And, despite some inspirational exceptions, citizens remain on the periphery as
passive recipients of services over which they have no control.
If we are to become an effective and influential community of practice we need to develop and
sustain an active, mutually supportive co-production community in Wales. We believe that this
could be achieved through the establishment of a member-led Co-production Network for Wales.
The proposal which follows has been informed by discussions with and feedback from the coproduction community in Wales and beyond. The intention is to establish Wales as an enabling
state, building on existing good practice, not only in relation to co-production but to other assetbased approaches, and to Welsh traditions of co-operatives, mutuals and community.
________________________________________________________________________________
1.

Edgar Cahn (2004) No more throw-away people: the co-production imperative Essential Books, Washington
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________________________________________________________________________________

1.0 CONTEXT AND NEED
___________________________________________________

1.1 The policy context
In the face of continuing budget cuts and increasing demand, the need for radical change in the
way that our public services are designed and delivered is widely accepted. Increasingly there is a
realisation that co-production is the only viable option available to us. For example:
The Williams Commission Report (2014) sets out a comprehensive programme of change, arguing
that the public sector in Wales needs to be redefined to ensure:
A clearer shared vision and sense of common purpose between government at all levels, citizens,
and communities; a much greater focus on co-production with citizens and communities to
identify and implement means of pursuing those outcomes; and consequently, a much stronger
emphasis on enablement, empowerment and prevention in the design and delivery of public
services… Even if those pressures did not exist, there would be a strong case in principle for
making this kind of change and reconnecting government and public service more intimately
with those that they serve.
Recent legislation and policy in Wales support this ambition through the promotion of coproductive and cooperative ways of thinking and acting. The Social Services and Well-being Act,
Well-being of Future Generations Act, and the Reforming Local Government: Power to Local
People white paper all have the potential to create a public service for Wales which places the
citizen and community at the centre, with the state as the enabler and facilitator.
This vision has been amplified in the Welsh Government’s Prudent Healthcare cabinet statement
which incorporates co-production as a key principle, requiring a ‘realignment of the relationship
between user and provider on the basis of co-production’, and in the recently published Principles
for Working with Communities. These prioritise:
 the involvement of communities, service users and organisations in defining problems and
in the identification, design, delivery and evaluation of new approaches
 recognition of shared responsibility to improve public services focused on outcomes and
people’s needs
 mutual respect for the contributions of different partners in the process of designing and
delivering services and improving outcomes, recognising roles will vary.
Policy and legislation offer a firm foundation for transformation.
Now we need to build the practice, to ‘bring together the knowledge, experience and contributions
of those who work in our public services and those who use them…recalibrating power through
new relationships based on trust’. (Health Minister Mark Drakeford 2012)
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___________________________________________________
1.2 The operational context
A shift to co-produced and citizen-led services requires a transformation in the way we do things, at
government level, in organisations, and for citizens, service-recipients and carers. The overarching
aim is shared power, shared control and shared responsibility between the state and citizens. We
have a strong starting point in Wales in all sectors and at all levels. Many individuals and
organisations are already working in this way – whether or not they use the term co-production.
For example, time banking (a highly-effective method of delivering co-production) is a Welsh
success-story; the Community Voice initiatives are specifically designed to give citizens a greater
voice and control over their local services; the Wales Alliance for Citizen-Directed Support and
Wales Co-operative Centre, among others, has helped ensure that the principles of co-production
and cooperation are embedded in the Social Services & Wellbeing Act; the Care Council is
collaborating with a range of partners (including WCVA and Co-production Wales) to create a
‘Learning Hub’ of resources and training to assist with the implementation of the Act; and coproduction is a central tenet of Wales’ prudent healthcare approach.
On the ground evidence of the efficacy of co-production is growing – most powerfully in the
stories told by citizens themselves.
We have moved from being service users to being researchers - a positive identity which has
motivated us all. We are useful, we have a purpose, we are valued for helping to compile an
incredible piece of work. …confidence has returned, passion and purpose too, as well as an
overwhelming feeling of pride to be part of such an incredible project. Being part of a team,
sharing, supporting, discovering and importantly, laughing together, has been incredibly
affirming.
Service-user Researcher, Powys
I wanted to give something back to The Wallich for having a belief in me. They have belief in
everyone who comes through the door. Even if people don’t realise it. I eventually trusted that
they meant it. They saw the potential in me. The Wallich saved my life - I’d be dead if it wasn’t
for them. It’s the staff - the way they treat you. I’m proud of the fact that I’ve earned respect.
And the staff keep giving me new challenges like asking me to give a talk at a conference.
They said there would be 30 people there - there were over 250 people! Now I do that sort of
thing all the time. It feels awesome. My family is really chuffed and my boy is over the moon.
Oz, ex street-sleeper, now working for The Wallich
The person you see today is very different to the person I once was, domestic abuse and
bereavement had left their mark. I used to spend my days in the house, curtains closed and on
my own whilst my partner was at work and my children at school. I avoided going out, making
excuses to stay inside, I was frightened of my own shadow, incredibly shy and timid, and I
didn’t know many people. My confidence was non-existent and self esteem so low. I really
wanted to change though, for my children and my partner. I wanted my life to be different.
Now [since being introduced to time credits] my days are exciting and full of happiness. I have
gained experience, certificates, friends and my confidence, I have joined a slimming club and I
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use my time credits to go to the gym and to zumba classes, things for the new me! …I am a
whole new person and it’s amazing.’
Joanne, member of Spice time-bank, Carmarthen

___________________________________________________
1.3 The challenge
Nonetheless, significant challenges remain, not least in relation to the contested nature of the term
itself. Many different practices are labelled as co-production, including user involvement in
decision-making, partnership working across organisations, personal budgets and service
consultation. Few of these scenarios utilise the full range of co-production principles. Fewer still are
predicated on a genuine shift of power from state to citizens – the prerequisite for sustainable and
effective public services:
The conventional model of public service delivery has disempowered those people who are
most in need of care. If we don't re-align the relationship between the state and citizens, we
will be left with an unsustainable system and citizens who will have to fend for themselves.
Anna Coote, New Economics Foundation
This power shift from state to citizen requires a wholesale transformation of our organisational
systems and structures. The current model of public services - organised by the state for the public
using state financial investment and professional labour – is predicated on an unequal relationship
between the ‘expert’ professional and the ‘needy’ recipient. Co-production offers the possibility of
publicly organised services - with the public and the state in partnership, using the skills and
energy of citizens, state finance, and professional expertise and labour. Publicly organised and coproduced services would be relevant, appropriate and flexible, leading to greater public
commitment and social cohesion, a more effective use of public money, and the foundations of
participative democracy.
The barriers to this complex transformation are many. Responses to our extensive consultation
process from practitioners and would-be practitioners affirm that:
 We have yet to establish a compelling body of evidence for the efficacy of co-production in
the Welsh context.
 We have no central source of information or experience, and few opportunities to support
or mentor each other or to break down the barriers between silos and sectors.
 We are not good at sharing what we have learned, at scaling up good practice or building
on each other’s success.
 Sector silos remain firmly in place, as do power imbalances between statutory and third
sector, and between budget-holders and those delivering the service.
 Co-productive and asset-based approaches are rare within provider organisations.
Leadership tends to be hierarchical, over-bureaucratic and risk-averse.
 Commissioning remains competitive and output-focused, undermining collaboration and
limiting our capacity to ‘do what matters’.
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Despite some inspirational exceptions, citizens remain on the periphery as passive
recipients of services over which they have no control.

The proposal for a Co-production Network for Wales aims to be a major part of the solution to
these challenges, building confidence, commitment and capacity through the creation of a
sustainable, member-led community of practice.

________________________________________________________________________________

2. PROJECT SUMMARY
___________________________________________________
The goal of this project is to change the way individuals, groups, and organisations work together
so that we can all experience greater wellbeing and a better collective life.
The project aims to do this by creating a pan-Wales multi-sector Network focused on transforming
services and institutions in Wales through the practice of co-production. Over the three-year
funding period the member-led Network will build a community of practice made up of individuals,
citizen groups and community groups, public service organisations large and small, academics and
activists, and local & national government. We intend to connect, support and build on our assets,
maximising our collective impact to create an enabling state based on reciprocal partnerships and
social justice. These aspirations, and the proposal itself, are endorsed by colleagues from the
statutory and third sector, by academics, policy makers and practitioners. For example:
Many practical, structural and cultural challenges face us in making this shift to a full
understanding and systematic use of co-production. A Wales Co-production Network will allow
us to build existing good practice, share ideas and resources in a reciprocal manner, learn from
each other and work collaboratively to drive innovation and meet the political, social and
financial challenges facing the NHS in Wales. We look forward to being active participants in
the Network.
Judith Paget, Chief Executive, Aneurin Bevan University Health Board
Interlink RCT fully supports co-production at all levels and we strongly support the
development of a Co-production Network for Wales with full and active involvement of County
Voluntary Councils. We want to work with citizens, communities and partners to develop a
collaborative and influential network based on effective practice that has strong links
between national policy and on-the-ground practice with citizens and communities.
Simon James, Chief Executive, Interlink RCT
Wales needs a beacon around which practical demonstrators of more sustainable, affordable,
democratic, mutual, empowering and cooperative approaches can collect and be influential
and enabling. We need a collaborative focus for professional education and organisational
development activities, for the encouragement and support of grassroots action (and for
learning by doing); and crucially, a national inclusive body that inspires confidence sufficient to
make it easier for government, its institutions, and the professions to step back and restore
greater autonomy, responsibility and control to the citizens of Wales. We believe that the
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consolidation of a robust and sustainable Co-production Network for Wales will make the
realisation of these goals achievable.
Bob Rhodes, Co-director, Lives Through Friends CIC
If we are to successfully deliver a co-production programme within Cardiff Council then having
access to real expertise and support will be a key factor. The Co-production Network would
provide the forum and a range of other support that would not only benefit Cardiff Council but
all organisations in Wales looking to roll out co-production and support a potentially seismic
shift in how public services are developed and delivered in Wales.
Steve Robinson, Head of Commissioning & Procurement, City of Cardiff Council
Through the Network we will create the context within which our collective aspirations can be
realised. Our vision is for a Wales where there are ‘no more throw-away people’1, where everyone
is valued as a contributor to the common good. A Wales where co-production is the norm. To
achieve this goal we need the state, public service providers, and citizens to commit to coproductive and collaborative ways of working. We need to build our collective capacity, our
knowledge, skills, networks, and resources. We need organisational structures and systems that
focus on what matters to the individual. And we need policies, infrastructure and funding that will
support co-production and the power-sharing that this entails.
Network members will both advocate and demonstrate organisational structures and valuesbased working methods which will address some of the fundamental sustainability challenges that
we and our public services face. These challenges include:
 How do we support citizens in working together to organise the things that promote and
maintain their collective and personal well-being?
This is essential so that people are not reduced to passive recipients of financially
impoverished public services that they depend on but can't control.
 How do we create vibrant publicly organised services that are made from skills, talents,
and commitment of the people with an interest in them, whether they are paid by them or
rely on what they do?
This is essential to avoid our finance-reliant public services from declining in capacity,
diversity and quality to the point that the people who rely on them would not chose to use
them if they had any choice.
 How does the state engage with citizens to make practical decisions about how to
prioritise public investment to achieve the best outcomes for, and to maximise the
greatest commitment from people?
Without this our increasingly limited public funding will not be used in ways that people
understand and support, thus entrenching the sense of us and them in the ways our
services are organised.
The Network will be co-productive in two ways. It will be organised as a member-led Network of
individuals, groups and organisations pooling their assets, skills and shared interests to solve our
collective problems. The local and regional networks, projects, and organisational arrangements it
creates will work co-productively, sharing power and responsibility between all stakeholders, and
building strong social networks through which we can collaborate to improve the quality of our
lives and services.
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We are aiming for long-term sustainability for this project. The Network will be established on a
grant-funded basis for the first three years, which will allow us to build the membership to the
point at which it can continue to thrive and expand. A combination of membership subscriptions,
mutual support, funding in kind, secondments and grant funding for specific areas of work inform
our long-term plans.
The Co-production Network for Wales will deliver:
 an active all-sector community of practice building consensus through on-going discussion,
information and events – both physical and virtual
 a co-designed citizen-engagement strategy
 opportunities for shared learning, peer-mentoring and informal support
 a searchable Asset Map of co-production in Wales, providing reciprocal opportunities for
mentoring, knowledge-sharing and partnership-working
 signposting to advice and support from a variety of different organisations
 an evidence base to advance understanding, knowledge and appreciation of co-productive
methods of working
 the development and dissemination of evidence-in-practice through action-research
projects and case-studies
 co-designed community research and evaluation models, tested and refined during the
lifespan of the project
 a range of models and tools that enable co-production to work
 co-produced training and related open-access resources for leaders, managers, frontline
staff and citizens
 a co-designed commissioning model focused on co-production and personal outcomes
 public service partners with increased knowledge and skill-sets for greater collaboration as
enablers
 a powerful and unified voice, capable of influencing policy and delivery.
Network members will be enabled to:
 work together to focus on a number of key areas of transformation in public service
 collectively create a strong knowledge and evidence base for co-productive ways of
working and organising
 embed co-production in organisational systems, structures and working methods, to
achieve better outcomes for those they support
 evaluate their developing practice using community research and evaluation approaches
developed in partnership with academic partners and members
 become effective advocates of co-production, influencing all aspects of public service
provision in Wales: commissioning, design, delivery, evaluation, regulation, inspection and
training.
Our resources are, potentially, extensive. Financial resources are one important part of the
equation as are the Network Board and staff. In addition we will be able to draw on the assets of
all members: places and spaces, transport and equipment, and on our collective knowledge, skills,
experience and attributes. All members will be expected to demonstrate and share the ways in
which they are transforming their own work and lives through co-production. This requirement
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will embed the open culture of sharing, contribution and accountability that we are promoting
more widely in public services in Wales into the everyday practices of the Network. It will also
support the promotion of a wealth of learning, evidence and solutions that will be shared for the
benefit of members, potential members and partners across Wales.
This is a transformative, pan-Wales, all-sector initiative which has the potential to benefit all
citizens in Wales over the longer term. Our initial focus is on public service organisations and
professionals, and citizen participants.

Network structure and key activities

PROJECT BOARD
strategic direc on .
governance . scru ny .
transfer of power year 3

NETWORK STAFF
KEY ACTIVITIES 1
Community of prac ce
website & social media
membership drive
ci zen engagement strategy
shared-learning events
Asset Map & peer-support
publicity & presenta ons

KEY ACTIVITIES 2
Evidence base
academic networks
literature review
Co-produc on Resources
Case studies
Ac on-research projects
community research &
evalua on models

Network development
rela onship building
deliver on outcomes
coordinate ac vi es

MEMBERS FORUM
advise on strategy . support
delivery . assist with
transfer of power year 3

NETWORK MEMBERS
individuals . ci zen groups
community groups
public service organisa ons
local & na onal government
academics . ac vists

KEY ACTIVITIES 3
Co-produc ve prac ce
Demonstrate, share, embed coproduc on prac ces re
commissioning, design, delivery,
evalua on
co-produc on tools & techniques
training programmes, resources,
ci zen-led training

KEY ACTIVITIES 4
Co-produc on context
Commissioning model
Influence and implement
policy and regula on:
commissioning,
measurement &
evalua on, regula on,
inspec on and training
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________________________________________________________________________________

3. PROJECT DETAIL
___________________________________________________

3.1 Project Outcomes
Our vision is of a Wales where individuals & communities achieve greater wellbeing and a better
collective life. To this end we seek to ensure that the state, public service providers, and people:
 are committed to co-productive and collaborative ways of working
 have the capacity – knowledge, skills, networks, resources - to work co-productively
 have the necessary policies, infrastructure and funding in place to support co-production
and the power-sharing that this entails.
This three-year project will begin that journey, building from a base of commitment, capacity and
values-led policy. The outcomes focus on developing knowledge and understanding, active
commitment to our shared goals, a supportive policy context and a strong core economy. We
believe that these outcomes offer a sustainable way to address the identified need.
The key project outcomes are:
1. Community of practice An active and influential all-sector community of practice – citizens,
public service providers and the state.
2. Evidence base A compelling evidence and knowledge base for co-productive ways of
working, underpinned by an increased understanding of the effectiveness of co-production
in the promotion of citizen and community wellbeing and a better collective life.
3. Co-productive practice State, providers and citizens working together to commission,
design, deliver and evaluate our public services. Citizens have meaningful opportunities to
engage in decisions which affect them, and are valued as equal partners.
4. Co-production context More relevant, effective and sustainable public services through
increased understanding and application of co-production principles of assets, networks,
outcomes, reciprocity, and equality. A stronger, more resilient core economy1.
Year One Outcomes
- an active all-sector community of practice exists in Wales - citizens, public service providers
and the state
- information & support relating to co-production and publicly-organised services are
available and accessed
- participants have a shared understanding of and commitment to co-production
- participants are involved in a co-created action-research programme of experimentation
and shared learning
- co-production is increasingly embedded in social care policies, commissioning, regulation,
inspection and training.
Year Two Outcomes
- public service providers and citizens are confident, knowledgeable and actively involved
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-

there is evidence in practice of co-production and publically-organised services
local networks of citizen activists are demonstrating and promoting asset-based practices
the state, providers and citizens are supporting each other as equal partners, sharing
knowledge, skills and assets
- co-production is increasingly integrated across social care, health and housing.
Year Three Outcomes
- our collective learning is documented, codified and shared with all participants
- we have demonstrated the impact of co-production against our ultimate goal and key aims
- citizen networks connected through regional and national communities of practice
- Ministers, Local Authorities and key public bodies are committed to using co-production as
the default approach to services, and to their relationship with citizens
- increasingly, state, providers and citizens are working together to commission, design,
deliver and evaluate our public services.

1.

Edgar Cahn defined the core economy thus: ‘The core economy consists of family, neighbourhood and civil
society. It runs on psychological energy: love and kindness, caring and compassion, encouragement and
moral duty… It provides care to infants, children, teenagers, families, seniors. It provides safe, vibrant
neighbourhoods, community, democracy, civil society.’

___________________________________________________
3.2 Project Indicators
Our project indicators are directly related to the key project outcomes. Indicators are invariably
inter-related. For example, through achieving increased knowledge and efficacy in implementing
co-production (1.2), members will also be empowered to run projects that demonstrate
intermediate or transformative co-production (3.2) and vice versa.

outcome

indicator

level

1.1 The number of citizen groups, service yr1. 120
provider organisations, and local or
yr2. 250
national government departments
yr3. 350
actively participating in the Network.

1. An active and
influential all-sector
community of practice
– citizens, public
service providers and 1.2 Members report increased
the state
knowledge and efficacy in implementing
co-production practice in services and
communities.

90%

timescale
at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

at the end
of the project
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2. A compelling
evidence and
knowledge base for coproductive ways of
working, underpinned
by an increased
understanding of the
effectiveness of coproduction in the
promotion of citizen
and community
wellbeing and a
better collective life.

3. State, providers
and citizens working
together to
commission, design,
deliver and evaluate
our public services.
Citizens have
meaningful
opportunities to
engage in decisions
which affect them,
and are valued as
equal partners.

2.1 The existence of a robust
co-production knowledge base created
for and by members: toolkits, case
studies, academic articles, and ‘how to’
guidance.

90% positive
responses

at the end
of the project

2.2 Network members – policy makers,
commissioners, providers, frontline staff
and citizens - report greater knowledge
of co-production as a tool for increased
wellbeing and collective action.

yr1. 30%
yr2. 50%
yr3. 70%

at the end of
each year

2.3 The number of new interventions
undertaken by and/or tenders awarded
to member organisations that are based
on co-production approaches.

yr1. 20
yr2. 40
yr3. 60

at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

3.1 The number of projects run by
member organisations that are cocommissioned, co-designed, codelivered, and/or co-evaluated.

yr1. 20
yr2. 40
yr3. 60

at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

3.2 The percentage of projects run by
member organisations that demonstrate yr1. 40%
intermediate or transformative coyr2. 60%
production (measured by co-produced
yr3. 80%
evaluation tool).

at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

3.3 Participating citizens report that they
feel valued, listened to and able to make
60%
a difference to the services they receive
and the communities they live in.

at the end
of the project
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4. More relevant,
effective and
sustainable public
services through
increased
understanding and
application of coproduction principles.
A stronger, more
resilient core economy.

4.1 Participating organisations report
yr1. 30%
better working relationships with citizens
yr2. 50%
and communities, based on trust, shared
yr3. 70%
power and shared responsibility.

at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

4.2 Participating service providers report yr1. 30%
that they are more able to meet need
yr2. 50%
with the same or fewer resouces.
yr3. 70%

at the end of
each year /
at the end
of the project

4.3 Participating citizens report
increased wellbeing, stronger social
networks and the ability to get their
needs met at a local level.

at the end
of the project

60%

___________________________________________________
3.3 Measurement and evaluation
A proportion of the budget has been set aside for project evaluation. We intend to draw on the
expertise of Network members and of colleagues working in other parts of the UK for this
undertaking. Potential collaborators include Wales Audit Office, Joseph Rowntree Foundation and
Swansea University (who are collaborating on the ‘DEEP’ research project – Developing Evidence
Enriched Practice), and Apteligen. Apteligen work with public service providers to help them gather,
analyse and interpret information in order to make sustainable improvements in the quality of their
services. They have particular expertise in co-produced evaluations and the evaluation of coproductive practices.
Our approach to measurement and evaluation is based on three types of evidence:
‘peer-reviewed research in practice, the stories and experiences of people accessing support,
and practitioner wisdom.’ 2
We will involve all Network members in the process of defining and measuring ‘what is good’.
Stories, interviews and our collective experience and knowledge will be used to develop our
evidence base and our quality improvement approach. We intend to draw on international best
practice to co-create an evaluation process that focuses on learning in action, one that can be used
by and for citizens and professionals. We will also work with academic partners and co-production
colleagues to help embed co-productive/community research and evaluation approaches, both in
public service design and delivery, and in the work of the Network itself.
Network staff will lead on the collation and dissemination of this evidence, assisted by academic
members of the Network and their organisations, and through staff secondments.
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Specific methodologies are likely to include:
1. Member surveys: used to track changes over the lifetime of the project. We will seek to
ensure that there is appropriate attribution of impact and outcomes to the activities of the
Network.
2. Interviews: (with representatives of all member groups) used to deepen our collective
understanding of the drivers and barriers to co-production uptake. The interviews will also
generate high-quality qualitative information for use in case studies and as supporting
evidence for data derived from member surveys.
3. Stories: (from citizens and front-line professionals) used to deepen our impact
measurement, validating and enriching reported impact and outcomes.
4. Sense-Maker: this co-productive method of capturing people’s experiences will be used to
collect and analyse people’s stories. Collectors/researchers will be drawn from all member
groups, using a range of techniques within the tool to record how people feel about their
experience, and to reflect on the patterns that emerge. Our subsequent actions will be
directly informed by people’s individual experience. Sense-Maker enables a direct
connection between citizens and decision makers.
5. Workshops: interactive sessions used to refine and develop our strategy, and to extend our
understanding of the impacts of the Network on different member groups.
6. Co-production auditing: we intend to build our evidence and knowledge base through
action research, informed by co-production evaluation tools co-designed by Network
members. These will include an internal self-reflective measurement tool for citizens or
professionals and related tools to track the system change journey of organisations and
services. They will be tested and refined over the course of the project.
7. Community & participatory research: in partnership with academic colleagues we intend
to extend our collective understanding and use of community and participatory research
approaches. The intention is to enable citizens and professionals to co-produce evidence
that is meaningful to all partners.
Our starting point will be to establish a baseline from which change can be measured. To enable
effective tracking of impact over the lifetime of the project we will focus on the project outcomes
and their relevant key indicators.

2.

Stocks-Rankin, Catherine-Rose, How to tell an impact story! Alliance for Useful Evidence blog. [accessed
October 2015]
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___________________________________________________
3.4 Key activities
For clarity, activities are listed per year. In practice these activities will invariably be iterative,
building on each other during the lifetime of the project.
timescale

Ongoing –
all years

Year one

activity



Campaign for co-production to become the primary approach to public services
in Wales. Support and advise on Welsh Government initiatives in this regard.
Explain, promote, advocate. Inspire others to become champions of coproduction through presentations, publications, conversations and through
demonstrating its efficacy in practice.

1.1 Create the Network: build on existing networks to create an active community
of practice.
1.2 Establish a bilingual web space, online discussion facility and social media
activities, providing an interactive and participatory all-Wales presence for the
Network.
1.3 Appoint project evaluators. Establish & implement evaluation methodology.

1.4 Support two major events (north and south Wales) and a minimum of eight
regional or local meet-ups to connect people up, share learning and agree our
Network strategy and action-research programme priorities.

1.5 Co-design an effective citizen engagement strategy and begin implementation.

1.6 Establish an open-access Co-production Resource: formal research, learning in
action evidence, case-studies, videos, presentations, tools and techniques.

Year two

2.1 Continue to develop the Network (cf 1.2 & 1.4). Grow membership (number
and diversity), knowledge, activity and impact through: meet-ups and events,
shared learning, evidence & resources, presentations, publications, publicity, and
celebrations.
2.2 Establish and implement member-led constitution & governance structures.
2.3 Embed evaluation methodology.

2.4 Create an interactive Asset Map of co-production practice and practitioners in
Wales to encourage shared learning, mentoring and partnerships.
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Year two
(cont)

2.5 Continue to support co-production action-research projects: collate and
disseminate evidence.
2.6 Work with members and academic partners to co-design and test a
production evaluation model.
2.7 Add case-studies to the Co-production Catalogue; add to and publicise the
Co-production Resource. (cf 1.4)

co-

2.8 Work with social care colleagues in national and local government to share and
embed co-production principles and practices and to co-design co-productive
approach to commissioning, regulation, inspection and training.

Year three

3.1 Continue to develop the Network (cf 1.2, 1.4, 2.1): link up citizen networks and
other communities of practice to strengthen our collective voice and collective
impact.
3.2 Establish and implement sustainable future-funding strategy.
3.3 Collate evidence from evaluation.

3.4 Extend, refresh and publicise: Asset Map, Co-production Resource, and
Co-production Catalogue to maximise access to and uptake of relevant
leading-edge co-production knowledge in practice.
3.5 Expand action-research programme, building on current learning to increase
efficacy and impact.

3.6 Co-design open access training resources and innovative training programmes,
including citizen-led training.

3.7 Work with colleagues in national and local government and key public bodies to
share and embed co-production principles & practices; co-design co-productive
approaches to commissioning, design, delivery and evaluation of public
services in Wales.

Our activities are designed to build capacity and impact across three key areas:
 establishing the Network as a community of practice (e.g Network events, Citizen
Engagement Strategy, Asset-Map);
 developing evidence, knowledge and understanding within and beyond the Network (e.g.
Co-production Resource, Case-study Catalogue, Action-research Programme);
 encouraging partnership working between the state, citizens and professionals (e.g. codesign events, training resources & programmes).
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The activities are interdependent and mutually supportive. For example, the Asset Map of coproduction practitioners, knowledge and practice will function as a simple resource and as a way of
connecting up people with shared interests or those who live in a specific area. The ‘offers &
requests’ element of the Map will provide reciprocal opportunities for mentoring, collaboration
and partnership working. The process of Asset Mapping also helps to create a sense of community
through acknowledging, sharing and celebrating good practice.
Our final outcome is concerned with establishing co-produced services and a stronger core
economy. This will be a ‘natural’ (albeit not automatic) result of the increase in our collective
capacity, confidence and influence, supported by a strong, practically-focused evidence base, and
co-designed commissioning and evaluation tools.
The key activities are all based on our knowledge of ‘what works’. This collective knowledge has
been gained from research and from informal and formal consultation with co-production
practitioners and network co-ordinators from the UK and beyond. In addition, the partners have a
wealth of relevant on-the-ground experience, not only in co-production but in a range of related
processes, theories and techniques e.g. appreciative inquiry, engagement, co-design, actionlearning, systems-thinking, and participative research.
Our understanding has been further amplified by the fact that many of the key activities are already
underway – either informally e.g. the national and international co-production networks that the
partners have each established; on a voluntary basis e.g. a mini-version of the Asset Map produced
by Participation Cymru and Co-production Wales; or in collaboration with organisations who are
supporting this bid e.g. a Co-production Case-studies Catalogue produced by Public Health Wales
and Co-production Wales which will be launched by the Health Minister later this year.
In addition, responses to our consultation process (see Section 4) have been incorporated in to this
proposal and, specifically in to the activities we intend to undertake.

___________________________________________________
3.5 Beneficiaries, engagement and participation
Our intention is to achieve our ambitions through co-production in practice. In its structure,
governance and working methods, the Co-production Network will demonstrate the principles it
advocates:
 Value all participants as assets, and build on their strengths
 Develop peer support networks and social capital
 Focus on personal outcomes – what matters to the individual and their community
 Build relationships of trust, equality and reciprocity
 Become catalysts for change and support others to realise their potential, rather than
simply delivering services.
This intention is built in to the proposal.
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The Network is member-led with no ‘us’ and ‘them’ provider-recipient split. To make this aspiration
a reality, a key priority is to create local, regional and national citizens’ networks offering a variety
of supportive spaces within which citizens can build confidence and capacity. Our goal is to ensure
that all participants will be beneficiaries and all participants will co-create and share the outcomes.
Active involvement and collaboration are a pre-requisite for membership of the Network. Board
membership and strategic priorities will be determined by members. All members – professionals
and citizens – will have the opportunity to contribute to our key activities, e.g. as project partners,
project leads, researchers (including citizen-researchers), co-design participants, evaluators or
through focus groups and discussion groups. These activities include: the co-design of an effective
and sustainable citizen-engagement strategy; evidence-in-practice evaluation tools; and a blueprint
for co-productive commissioning.
As a pan-Wales, all-sector initiative, the project has the potential to benefit all citizens in Wales
over the longer term. Our initial focus is on public service organisations and professionals, and
citizen participants. Given that public services are most frequently used by those most ‘in need’ we
anticipate that citizens who are experiencing, or are at risk of, poor health and well-being, and the
organisations that support them, will particularly benefit from the Network.
Organisations likely to benefit from the Network include:
• user-led organisations
• social enterprises and co-operatives
• third sector organisations
• local authorities
• town councils and community councils
• County Voluntary Councils
• Community Voice projects
• local community groups
• local health boards
• primary health care
• partnership boards
• local area boards
• public service boards
• Public Health Wales
• Bevan Commission
• housing associations
• Care Council Wales
• Care Forum Wales
• British Association of Social Workers
• Wales Public Services 2025
• Social Services Improvement Agency
• Association of Directors of Social Services Cymru
• relevant Welsh Government programme teams
• funders and investors
• research and academic networks.
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These and similar organisations will have opportunities to:
- share co-productive ways of thinking, working with and learning from people and groups
across Wales
- co-create a strong evidence base for co-productive ways of working and organising
- support and mentor each other within a collaborative community of practice
- work together to influence key areas of transformation in public service, including
approaches to commissioning and evaluation.
The knowledge and experience thus gained, along with increased confidence and capacity, will have
the potential to significantly improve the ways in which members work, supported by a public
service context which is both citizen-led and citizen-focused. The result will be better outcomes for
citizens, for professionals, and for the organisation.
In terms of numbers of beneficiaries, our figures (cf 3.2 Indicators) have been based on the
experience of the Scottish Co-production Network, modified to accommodate the somewhat
different context. On that basis we anticipate that 350 organisations will benefit during the life of
the project. The term ‘organisation’ can refer to a community group, local or regional provider
organisation, or a local or national government department. We are aiming to ensure breadth and
depth of representation - from citizens, communities, frontline staff, organisational leaders and
government officers, and from all sectors.

___________________________________________________
3.6 Staff posts
The project will be co-ordinated by two full-time members of staff; a Network Director and a
Network Co-ordinator. Both posts are new and will be openly recruited. Post-holders will ultimately
report to Adrian Roper as CEO of the host organisation Cartrefi Cymru. (see also Section 5 Project
management)
In addition, administrative support equivalent to two days per week will be provided by Cartrefi
Cymru as an ‘in kind’ contribution.
Network Director
The Network Director has a pivotal role, particularly in building an active and inclusive all-sector
community of practice which will both advocate for and demonstrate co-production principles.
They will be required to work with all participants and potential participants – professionals and
citizens - informing, inspiring, energising, persuading and influencing others. They will be
responsible for overseeing the delivery of the project outcomes (see 3.2) and for overseeing and/or
co-ordinating the key activities (see 3.4).
In addition they will:
- line manage the Network Co-ordinator and any seconded staff or volunteers
- develop collaborative and reciprocal partnerships with relevant professional organisations,
community groups, and citizens
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-

develop relationships of trust with Welsh Government Ministers and officers
manage performance indicators and work flow
oversee project reporting structures.
Total
hours
worked
per week

Annual
salary (£
per year)

Hours
worked on
the project
per week

How many
hours do you
want us to
fund per
week

Annual
National
Insurance
contribution
(%)

Employer
pension
contribution
(%)

Redundancy
cost (if
applicable)

37

£35,000

37

37

13%

4%

N/A

Network Co-ordinator
The Network Co-ordinator will support the Network Director in ensuring the delivery of the project
outcomes and activities. They will have particular responsibility for communications – with
members and potential members, and with external bodies, and will maintain and develop the
Network website and social media presence. They will co-ordinate the Network itself, setting up
appropriate membership systems and structures, organising regional and national events and
training and/or supporting others to do so. They will also have primary responsibility for
signposting members to relevant information and for connecting members up with each other and
with the wider co-production community.
In addition they will undertake related project administration including data entry and reporting,
particularly in relation to the project indicators and project evaluation.
Total
hours
worked
per week

Annual
salary (£
per year)

Hours
worked on
the project
per week

How many
hours do you
want us to
fund per
week

Annual
National
Insurance
contribution
(%)

Employer
pension
contribution
(%)

Redundancy
cost (if
applicable)

37

£25,000

37

37

13%

4%

N/A

___________________________________________________
3.7 Volunteers
This proposal for a Co-production Network will both challenge and develop the traditional concept
of volunteering. As previously explained, the Network is member-led with no ‘us’ and ‘them’
provider-recipient split. All participants will be beneficiaries and all participants will co-create and
share the outcomes. Active involvement and collaboration are a pre-requisite for membership of
the Network and members – professionals and citizens - will be invited to collaborate, formally and
informally, on our key activities. Thus all participants, with the exception of the two members of
staff, will be volunteers, working together to support each other and to achieve our shared goals.
There will also be opportunities for members to ‘pay’ for their membership through a time
commitment, and, where appropriate, the Network will pay citizens for specific work-stream
activities. The aim will be to minimise the traditional inequalities that occur when paid
professionals work alongside unpaid citizens.
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Secondments will provide opportunities for volunteering by professionals and/or those with
specific skills, knowledge or experience. These opportunities will be related to specific activities
and will allow us to utilise the wider assets of the Network. They will include both formal
secondments – including from Welsh Government - and more informal ‘asset sharing’. For
example, the Health Promotion Library (part of Public Health Wales) have offered to collate and
catalogue the Co-production Resources; Good Practice Wales will host the Co-production
Catalogue; Swansea University colleagues have offered their expertise to support the co-design of
our evaluation model.

________________________________________________________________________________

4. CONSULTATION
___________________________________________________
Our proposal has been co-produced over the past three years with the help of over 500 people –
professionals and citizens from all sectors and all levels of influence, from Wales, the UK and beyond.
Our consultation process was used both to identify the need and to define potential solutions.
The key phases were:
Phase 1. 2012-2014 Discussions & dialogue
Phase 2. 2014 Drilling down
Phase 3. 2015 Partnership
Phase 4. 2015 Finalising the proposal

___________________________________________________
4.1 Phase 1. 2012-2014 Discussions & dialogue
Over 300 hundred respondents helped clarify our initial aim – to make co-production the primary
approach to public service commissioning, design, delivery and evaluation in Wales. Through
surveys, workshops and electronic and face-to-face meetings, they also identified a number of
gaps, and the actions necessary to create a context within which co-production could thrive.
The essentials were:
 evidence-based advocacy for co-production
 opportunities for peer support and shared learning
 resources, case studies and ‘how to’ guidance
 an asset map of co-production practice and practitioners in Wales
 mentoring and training, particularly in relation to co-produced commissioning, evaluation
and outcomes, and organisational culture change.
Armed with these findings, Co-production Wales visited colleagues in the Scottish Co-production
Network in order to learn from their experience of setting up a national network. We also sought
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advice from the Scottish Government’s Joint Improvement Team (tasked with embedding coproduction in Scottish public services), from IRISS (Institute for Research & Innovation in Social
Services) and from the UK Co-production Practitioners’ Network hosted by the New Economics
Foundation.
There were two main outcomes.
1. In May 2013 we sent an Open Letter to the First Minister asking that co-production be placed at
the heart of our public services. The letter was signed by over 250 citizens and professionals.
Supporting statements were received from 25 co-production champions from the UK, Australia and
the USA, including the founding father of co-production, Edgar Cahn. The response from the First
Minister was very positive:
I and my Ministerial colleagues recognise the imperative and opportunity to see more coproduction and other forms of public participation in the design and delivery of public services
…co-production is a central tenet to the Social Services and Well-being Bill, intended to embed in
law our commitment to ensuring that social services are based on this approach at both an
individual and service level.
2. Subsequently we published our Co-production Strategies for Success: briefing paper 3 (February
2014) which proposed that a member-led Co-production Network should be set up to deliver these
practical first steps and, ultimately, to help realise our goal of a co-produced Wales. The briefing
paper was posted up on the Co-production Wales website and the UK-wide Co-production
Practitioners website with a request for comments, suggestions and challenges.

___________________________________________________
4.2 Phase 2. 2014 Drilling down
Drawing on the responses to our briefing paper, and the experience and expertise of the
international co-production community, we produced a draft proposal for a member-led
Co-production Network for Wales. This was posted up on a number of relevant websites and
shared with our 600-strong network. We asked for, and received, messages of support along with
suggestions for improvement. The latter were discussed by the Board of Co-production Wales and,
as appropriate, incorporated in our proposal.
To extend the range and depth of consultation, Co-production Wales then worked with WCVA and
Participation Cymru to create and distribute an on-line survey. There were 96 responses from
individuals working in both the statutory and voluntary sector.
95% agreed that co-production principles should be embedded in our public service commissioning,
design, delivery and evaluation:
- This is the only way to ensure effective and sustainable services – particularly at a time of
austerity.
- It is an opportunity to address social inequalities and to help rebuild communities and social
capital.
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-

Supporting people to be more equal and active partners in decisions about their health has
never been more important. The Royal College of Physicians is committed to working in
partnership with patients and carers at every level.

99% supported the Network proposal, with 73% offering unequivocal support.
- Networking, case studies and shared information is essential to introducing and developing
co-produced services in Wales. We do not want to be re-inventing the wheel within every
community.
- Strongly supportive. [Need to] show how it can be put in to practice, especially in primary
care and supporting long-term conditions management by people and providers.
- A peer-support / learning network would be valuable in advancing a shared understanding
of the principles and practice of transformative co-production in Wales – particularly across
sectors.
- Would provide a strong voice and influence at all levels.
Findings from the previous survey regarding barriers and solutions were reinforced in the comments.
Respondents also highlighted concerns relating to democratic governance, duplication and efficacy.
- I have concerns about governance and leadership of the agenda – needs thinking through to
ensure it supports democracy and doesn’t become self-serving.
- It will be vital to ensure there is join-up with existing networks with similar aspirations –
including WCVA and CVCs.
- Difficult aim to achieve. Some networks I have been part of are top-down information
sharing. I don’t want to join another one of those.
With the assistance of Co-production Wales’ twenty-five directors and associate directors, the
Network proposal was modified in response to this feedback. Specifically:
 democratic governance structures were strengthened
 the Network’s remit as a collaborator/facilitator rather than a competitor was clarified
 a citizen-engagement strategy was prioritised.
We sent this revised proposal to our networks with a request for comments and support.
Over 120 organisations and individuals responded, from all public service sectors, from academia,
government, local authorities and citizens’ advocacy groups. For example:
Community Lives Consortium is committed to working co-productively with the people we
support, their friends and family and our partners in other organisations. We believe that we
must work together to strengthen the fundamental economy of people relating together focused
on their shared and common interests, and make this the foundation of rebuilding our public
services. However it is near impossible to do this in isolation. A network of citizen groups and
organisations large and small must be supported to come together to make this happen. We must
be able to engage with other like-minded people to: find allies; share resources; swap ideas;
research and inquire; discuss what we are doing; learn; find solutions to unique and common
problems; and push for change.
Janice Connick-Evans, Chair, Community Lives Consortium
We see co-production as a key tool to progress the equality, human rights and Welsh language
agendas because they share many characteristics such as fairness, equality, reciprocity, openness
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and transparency. We place high value on not speaking on behalf of under-represented groups
but instead helping build capacity for them to influence key public service leaders and managers
for themselves. We have done a lot of work around areas such as learning disability, sensory loss,
gender reassignment and mental health with co-production principles at the heart of what we do.
We see the Network as a vehicle for us to tell our story to people across Welsh public services and
beyond as well as helping us with our continued learning, sharing and facilitation of coproduction practices, tools and techniques. We feel the Network could offer both a strategic
leadership role as well as an operational role in supporting practitioners.
Paula Walters, Director, NHS Centre for Equality & Human Rights
A change in both behaviour and culture is necessary for co-production to take root. This is hugely
challenging but, if successful, we believe that [this] proposal could help to create a context where
partnerships between health professionals and citizens would become the norm. Moreover, where
all stakeholders are enabled to share responsibility for the commissioning, design, delivery and
evaluation of the nation’s health. It would also allow us to build and extend the growing evidence
base for more co-productive ways of working and to share good practice more widely. The
Network could also help ensure that co-production retains its radical edge and truly engages with
people.
Professor Sir Mansel Aylward, Chair, Bevan Commission
A list of supporting organisations is here: extracts from their supporting statements are here.

___________________________________________________
4.3 Phase 3. 2015 Partnership
The partnership between Co-production Wales and WCVA including Participation Cymru was set up
at the end of 2014 to maximise the impact of the proposal and better ensure its success. Aided by
the enthusiastic and active involvement of WCVA’s new Director Ruth Marks, the partnership has
significantly increased our joint capacity, our networks and our potential sphere of influence.
In 2015 a revised proposal for a Co-production Network was created by the partnership team and
sent to key partners who have been closely involved throughout the process. They include Welsh
Government officers and advisors, local authority officers, professionals from health, social care,
communities and housing sectors, citizen advocates and academics. Comments were strongly
supportive and often passionate:
The proposal is vitally important as a key ingredient in the transformation of public services with
citizens and communities at their heart.
Co-production is the only realistic way for us to address the systemic imbalances, injustices and
inefficiencies within our public services at a time when budgets are stretched and when providers
struggle to meet the diverse and ever more complex needs of society. Enlisting the support of the
many to work together towards goals that are collectively envisioned, defined and delivered is the
only option left to us if we are unwilling to contemplate the extinction of many of those services
and the resultant damage to individuals, communities and networks.
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We asked whether our proposed outcomes and actions would be useful to their organisations and,
if so, why. The proposed outcomes and actions were:
 networking, shared learning and increased collaboration
 citizen voice and local community self-help capacity supported at national & local levels
 a strong evidence and knowledge base for co-productive ways of working
 increased understanding of the effectiveness of co-production in public services, by
commissioners, policy-makers, practitioners and citizens
 promotion of citizen and community well-being through evaluation tools which identify
practical working methods and generate high-level policy impact
 increased understanding and use of co-produced commissioning / commissioning for coproduction and personal outcomes
 more organisations demonstrating co-production principles in their governance and
practice.
100% of the respondents affirmed that the outcomes and actions would be either very useful or
useful for them and their organisations.
outcome / action

very useful

useful

exemplar comments

Networking, shared
learning and increased
collaboration.

83%

17%

‘It is important that a collaborative approach
underpins the development, execution and
dissemination of our research. Networking and
shared learning are essential to underpin /
sustain this.’
‘Activities and activists need to join up, for
synergy and efficiency.’

Citizen voice and local
community self-help
capacity supported at
national & local levels.

92%

A strong evidence and
knowledge base for
co-productive ways of
working

100%

8%

‘This is the key outcome for the transformation
of public services.’
‘Building resilient communities is absolutely
critical at times of change and central to the
mission of my organisation. Citizen voice and
self-help is key to ensuring that this becomes a
reality.’

‘Taking the case to commissioners and policy
makers is essential to building an enabling
environment for co- production. Equally,
supporting and enabling organisations to put
citizens at the centre of delivery is key to
turning policy and theory into real change on
the ground. Solid, varied and contemporary
evidence of impact is essential to achieving
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this.’
‘It is essential to not only use participatory /
co-productive research approaches but also to
learn from (and thereby build the evidence for)
the process of using such approaches.’

Increased understanding
91%
of the effectiveness of
co-production in public
services, by commissioners,
policy-makers,
practitioners and citizens.

9%

Promotion of citizen and
community well-being
through evaluation tools
which identify practical
working methods and
generate high-level policy
impact.

82%

18%

Increased understanding
and use of co-produced
commissioning /
commissioning for coproduction and personal
outcomes.

83%

Increased number of
organisations

‘All of these stakeholders need to be brought
on board and work in new informed ways.’
‘This will help to demonstrate to the policy
makers how to handover control to others and
the difference it can make.’

‘Evaluation is always a challenge and striking a
balance between producing 'tick box' projects
and true evaluated change is difficult. These
practical working methods need to be led by
passionate individuals who are authentic and
who have integrity.’
‘Practical evaluation tools and methods that
we can all use can show the changes coproduction delivers as well as difficulties and
lessons learned. But they do need to be used
and accessible - more help needed for citizens
and smaller organisations to get to grips with
evaluation.’

17%

‘Essential for transformative co-production.
Citizens’ voice needs to be in every aspect of
commissioning and delivery.’
‘This would be most important. Having been
subject to continuous retendering of the
support and services we provide we
understand that the outcome of
commissioning direct support services as it is
done currently is not the best for the people
we service, our employees or the sustainability
of our organisations.’

83%

17%

‘This is a measure of the impact of the
conversation around co-production, its
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demonstrating coproduction principles in
their governance and
practice.

practice and its influence on policy. If we don't
achieve this we won't succeed.’
‘Good idea. Good practice and a way of
showing a genuine commitment to inclusion of
citizens in governance – “Is it in the annual
report?” could be a standard to adopt.’

We also asked what respondents could/would contribute to establishing, developing and sustaining
a Co-production Network for Wales. Responses were very positive with offers of assistance in all
aspects of the Network. For example:
The SSIA wishes to record its support to the proposal to develop a Co-Production Network
committed to advancing the principles and practice of co-production. As an improvement
agency for social services, we have seen the value that such networks can bring to drive
forward key priorities and importantly make a positive impact on practice and service delivery.
We are willing to further support this application through the sharing of the learning, resources
and key messages emanating from this network via the SSIA website and related
communications / knowledge management. We would also welcome an opportunity to
become an associate member of the group, to ensure strong and consistent links between our
work programme and learning and outcomes evolving from this network.
Andrew Bell, Knowledge Manager, Social Services Improvement Agency (SSIA)
The feedback was incorporated in to an outline proposal for a Co-production Network for Wales
which was submitted to the Lottery in August 2015.

___________________________________________________
4.4 Phase 4. 2015 Finalising the proposal
The final phase of our consultation took place after the Lottery’s positive response to our Outline
Proposal. To test our proposal against our own and others’ expectations and assumptions - in
relation to both need and potential solution - we undertook three further pieces of work:
1. a consultation with County Voluntary Councils in relation to their Community Voice
initiatives
2. a duplication check with colleagues working to similar agenda to ensure synergy and added
value, rather than duplication of effort and resources
3. a ‘theory of change’ event intended to test our assumptions and strengthen the final bid.

4.4.1. County Voluntary Council’s (CVCs) Community Voice programme consultation
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All the chief officers of CVCs with Community Voice projects were informed of this proposal and
asked whether they thought that the proposed Co-production Network could bring added value
by assisting them in embedding their Community Voice outcomes.
The overarching aim for the Community Voice programme is ‘to build the capacity of citizens to
engage in planning and running services and projects that respond to their communities' needs
and advance community benefit.’ The long term outcomes are: Improved engagement and
participation in the community; citizens report improved delivery of services, which meet their
needs more effectively. The Community Voice projects are already having a positive impact locally
for individuals and communities; giving people a voice and confidence in their ability to make a
difference.
In our correspondence with the CVCs regarding the Co-production Network we cited four key
complementary opportunities for the Community Voice projects.
We proposed that the Network would:
 help to sustain and extend impact of Community Voice initiatives through opportunities
for new partnerships, collaboration, shared learning, training & mentoring, across (and
beyond) the Network - for citizens and professionals/organisations;
 deepen the impact of their initiatives by sharing good practice and developing peer
networks around the shared engagement and participation agenda;
 build additional confidence and capacity through national and peer acknowledgement via
engagement in Network conferences and events, co-production case studies and shared
stories;
 develop greater bonding and bridging social capital for Community Voice citizen
participants as active members/mentors/trainers within the Network.
Five CVCs responded in detail to this consultation. Overall, they considered that the Network
would be invaluable in ensuring that the outcomes of the Community Voice programme are
sustained and extended and that co-productive principles are embedded as ‘the way we do
things’. For example:
As a voluntary sector organization we have worked hard to embed a culture of co-production
throughout all our work. We have demonstrable success in co-producing action plans with the
community, voluntary and public sector partners. Nonetheless we find ourselves at a crossroads where we are struggling to build on and drive forward the principles of co-production
with many of our partners. The development of the Network will ensure we are able to share
experiences and learn from others. This collective approach will bring together knowledge and
understanding from across Wales promoting best practice, new learning and research as well
as working to embed the principles of co-production into the daily practice of the community,
voluntary and public sector bodies.
Louise Addiscott, Lead Officer, Glyncoch Community Regeneration (Community Voice host)
The CVCs’ responses identified other ‘added value’ opportunities in the Network proposal. These
included: access to higher levels of expertise, training and tools; and national co-ordination of
local activity. Respondents felt that the latter would result in a more substantial evidence base,
and a collective voice, capable of influencing policy and delivery. For example:
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We would like to share good practice, build a network that can influence and create change, and
to learn. We would like to feel part of something bigger, to be able to collectively raise our voices
to change policy and practice and to find strength in the commitment and innovation of others.
Simon James, CEO, Interlink RCT
In supporting this proposal to establish a Co-production Network for Wales, the CVCs asked that,
in practice, the Network will not duplicate existing local networks and forums, or the newly
emerging regional networking.
They have also asked that the Network:
 co-operate with Community Voice portfolios over their final years, to enable dovetailing of
services and seamless handover to support existing community focus groups across Wales
after BLF funding ends
 work with Community Voice portfolios to strengthen and ratify co-production of services,
and provide peer support to inform policy making
 consult widely with existing Community Voice portfolios, partners, communities and
networks, to scope and identify strategy, support and services for future development of
the programme
 utilise the evaluation and findings from Community Voice portfolios, to develop effective
and meaningful engagement techniques and strategies, continuing to enable people from
all backgrounds to get involved in policy-making
 work towards transparent and accountable partnerships with all statutory service
providers, to implement full co-operation across all sectors
 continue to work co-operatively with all diverse, under-represented, grass-roots
communities across Wales, to ensure full representation and opinion, to inform social
policy and future national strategy.
This is a commitment which we are please to make. The co-productive and collaborative nature of
the proposed Network, in relation to both member-led structures and working practices, provides
an ideal context for the partnership working that is being requested. In addition our focus on
citizen engagement and relationships of equality and reciprocity compliments the aims of the
Community Voice projects and of the CVCs’ aspirations for their future sustainability.
At a more formal level, WCVA and the CVCs are working together to co-ordinate the developing
third sector infrastructure Third Sector Support Wales. Managed by a core group, this revised
infrastructure seeks to achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness, innovation and added value.
This new collaborative working will therefore ensure that duplication does not occur, and that the
synergies are exploited for the benefit of the people and communities we support across Wales.

4.4.2. Duplication check
A large number of organisations are involved in supporting the Welsh Government’s aspirations for
increased co-production and cooperation and a stronger citizens’ voice. They include the Care
Council, Wales Co-operative Centre, Social Co-ops Forum, Social Firms Wales, Wales Public Services
2025, the Alliance of Alliances, Association of Directors of Social Services Cymru, and a range of
grass-roots organisations such as the Wales Alliance for Citizen-Directed Support, Working With Not
To, and the Strengths-based Practice Group. All have affirmed their full support and are committed
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to working with us to ensure the success of the Network initiative. There is a shared appreciation
that pooling our resources will strengthen capacity and impact, and that our various and joint
ventures will be complimentary rather than competitive.
Co-production has been talked about for many years and has been achieved to some degree.
However the landscape has never been more fertile than it is right now. This is turn begs the
question of how to listen to the voice of the citizen in a way that it is sufficiently strong that it
can be listened to? The work that will form the core purpose and function of the Wales Coproduction Network would provide a solid action platform and community of good practice on
which this can happen. I have no reservations in supporting this project and only see it as adding
value and providing a missing piece to the overall landscape needed to bring about sustainable
change on a large scale.
San Leonard, CEO, Social Firms Wales / Voluntary Director, Social Firms UK
A network to strengthen and develop co-production across Wales would support our work and
the work of the social businesses and communities we support. A Co-production Network would
facilitate sharing best practice and learning. It would enable social businesses to share and learn
from a wide range of practitioners across sectors. It would also encourage collaboration and
partnership working across sectors, allowing social businesses to join up with new potential
partners. This would encourage innovation and new ways of working.
Derek Walker, CEO, Wales Co-operative Centre
The nature of co-production is that there is no rule book and as yet little networking to share
good practice. Support from Welsh Government and a range of public and third sector bodies is
very welcome but while some public bodies just ‘get it’ others need to be led through the
progression from not consulting to token consulting to genuine consulting to engagement to
involvement to co-production. Until these bodies become genuinely committed by seeing the
inherent benefits, stakeholders are left guessing whether their effort in contributing to
engagement is worthwhile. For many this is time and energy they really cannot spare. Having
access to a nationally-recognised Network, hosting a body of growing expertise in co-production,
would reduce the feeling of isolation and being overwhelmed by an impossible task for those
individuals who are working locally to persuade their local public bodies to adopt a co-productive
approach.
Vin West, Chair, Wales Alliance for Citizen-Directed Support
Regulations prevent formal support of a Lottery application by Ministers or government officials but
numerous colleagues have expressed their support for, and commitment to, the proposed Network,
and continue to participate in the consultation process and in our various events, training and
activities. In particular, we have longstanding support from the Minister for Health & Social Services
and senior colleagues in Welsh Government.
For example, Ruth Hussey, Chief Medical Officer writes:
The ideas described in your proposal are important to the work being undertaken by the Welsh
Government, and it chimes well with our commitment to prudent healthcare and co-production.
[The Network] would make significant difference to advancing the co-production agenda in Wales.
4.4.3. Theory of Change event
The Network proposal has been through various iterations over the past two years. The spirit of the
proposal has remained constant but there have been changes to participants, outputs, outcomes
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and proposed activities. We needed to test our assumptions and to ensure that the final proposal
was both comprehensive and coherent. On the advice of one of the Co-production Wales directors,
we used a ‘theory of change’ (TOC) approach to do this. TOC is a method of planning and evaluation
particularly applicable to organisations or projects that are promoting social change. The method
begins by defining long-term goals then maps backwards to identify necessary preconditions. The
result is a visual ‘change pathway’ which identifies outcomes, indicators and activities at each stage
of the three-year project.
The TOC event provided an opportunity to take a collective step back and reassess the proposal in its
entirety. It helped us clarify the relationship between actions and outcomes, and identify how
outcomes related to each other over the lifespan of the project. Fifteen people participated,
including key members of the partnership plus representation from CVCs, Community Voice
initiatives, Communities First, local authorities, NHS, housing and social care. Our new
understandings have been incorporated into this submission.

___________________________________________________
4.5 Post-funding consultation
Consultation is not intended to be a one-off task & finish process for the Network. It will be ongoing,
an essential aspect of the democratic, member-led community of practice we aspire to. As outlined
in section 3.5, through its structure, governance and working practices, the Co-production Network
will demonstrate the principles of co-production:
 Value all participants as assets, and build on their strengths
 Develop peer support networks and social capital
 Focus on personal outcomes – what matters to the individual and their community
 Build relationships of trust, equality and reciprocity
 Become catalysts for change and support others to realise their potential, rather than simply
delivering services.
As such, our key activities and evaluation approach will be co-designed and co-delivered by
members. To maximise opportunities for meaningful citizen engagement and shared power, we will
prioritise the creation of local, regional and national citizens’ networks. These will offer a variety of
supportive spaces within which citizens can build confidence and capacity.

______________________________________________________________________________
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5. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
___________________________________________________
There are three aspects to the management of the project:
1. Project hosting
2. Partnership direction
3. Transfer of powers and responsibility to the member-led Network by the end of
the 3-year funding period.

___________________________________________________
5.1 Project hosting
The project will be hosted by Cartrefi Cymru, a Welsh national charity and company limited by
guarantee, established in 1989, which specialises in the achievement of positive outcomes for
people with social care and housing related support needs. Cartrefi have Wales-wide coverage,
with ICT networked offices in Gwynedd, Denbighshire, Powys, Carmarthenshire, Bridgend, RCT,
Cardiff and Torfaen. They have a track record of engagement in Welsh national policy developments
and of commitment to co-operation and partnership. Cartrefi is a member of both project partner
organisations: Co-Production Wales and WCVA.
(Additional information about Cartrefi Cymru is included in 5.4 below.)
As host, Cartrefi Cymru will:
 ensure all financial matters are accounted for in accordance with charitable Standards of
Reporting Practice, and all transactions are compliant with Cartrefi Cymru’s finance policies
and procedures
 recruit and employ the project staff in accordance with Cartrefi Cymru’s HR policies. These
are fully compliant with relevant laws, including employment law, health and safety, equal
opportunities and the Welsh Language Act. Cartrefi will work with the project partners to
use co-productive recruitment methods in relation to the job and person description and
the selection and interview process.
 provide operational line management for the Network staff with supervision, support and
practice reflection; an office base; and access to all Cartrefi Cymru’s in-office and corporate
resources
 provide an established legal platform for the initial governance of the project from which a
new legal entity (the Co-production Network for Wales) can be launched following coproductive processes of member recruitment and co-design (see 3 below)
 provide a values-based environment for project staff and partnership members which is
reflective of co-production principles and conducive to the achievement of the project’s
aims.

___________________________________________________
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5.2 Partner leadership
A Project Board with equal representation from WCVA and Co-production Wales (the project
partners) will provide strategic direction to the project. The Board will ensure that this very
ambitious project has the full benefit of both organisations, and their members, including
Participation Cymru, working together in a collaborative and equal partnership for maximum
effectiveness.
In addition to representation from the Partners, the Project Board will be strengthened by the
jointly agreed co-option of others with relevant attributes, including statutory sector
representation. The Board will be co-chaired by representatives of WCVA and Co-production
Wales. A senior representative of Cartrefi Cymru, as project host, will also attend Project Board
meetings to ensure effective two-way communication particularly in relation to finances, project
staff, and relevant ‘hosting agency’ matters.
The Board will act as a steering group with a shared commitment to:
- equal opportunities, transparency and good governance
- creating a democratic member-led Network
- transferring powers and responsibilities to a new Network Board at the end of the Project’s
third year.
The Board will also:
- provide clear strategic direction for the development of the Network, defining goals, setting
targets and evaluating performance
- safeguard the reputation of the Network project and ensure adherence to co-production
principles and values
- scrutinise the administration and financial reporting of the Network project activities;
- assist in the development and implementation of a sustainable succession plan for the Network
project to ensure long-term viability.

___________________________________________________
5.3 Network governance
The project aims to establish a new legal entity (the Network) which is democratic, member-led
and whose constitution and management structure reflect co-production principles and practice.
It will be the responsibility of the Project Board to achieve this ambition, with appropriate input
from project staff and support from Cartrefi Cymru as host.


The first phase will be to establish a membership base that reflects the aspirations of coproduction and therefore includes citizens, professionals, public service organisations
(statutory and non-statutory) and representation from local and national government.
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The second phase will be to invite members to participate in shaping the Network’s
development, both informally through workshops and meetings and more formally
through electing representatives to the Members Forum.



The third phase will be for the Project Board to work closely with the Members Forum on
the design and establishment of the Network as a new legal entity. Appropriate
professional advice will be taken to ensure that the new entity is soundly constituted for
its purpose. On its establishment, at the end of the three-year project, the Project Board
will be wound up and replaced by a new Network Board composed of representatives
elected by the Membership. Cartrefi Cymru will likewise transfer its responsibilities as
host.

It is proposed to introduce a sliding scale of membership fees which will include the opportunity to
contribute with time as well as money. These fees will be part of the project’s sustainability plan.
We anticipate that the Members’ Forum, along with individual members, will provide a valuable
source of advice and information regarding co-production developments locally, regionally and
nationally, as well as advising on governance development.

___________________________________________________
5.4 Equal opportunities
The goal of this project is to change the way individuals, groups, and organisations work together
so that we can all experience greater wellbeing and a better collective life. Thus the principles and
practices of equal opportunities as endorsed by the Big Lottery inform both our target
beneficiaries and our intended outcomes: no individual, group or organisation is to be excluded or
disadvantaged; greater wellbeing will include greater equality of opportunity.
The principles of co-production and the principles of equal opportunities combine naturally. Coproduction involves valuing all participants and viewing people as assets rather than as needs. It
has also grown out of community development work as a practical tool for restoring opportunities
to people who have been experiencing significant inequality. Co-production encourages
individuals and communities to grasp the opportunities that come from using their own talents
and resources. It also encourages professionals and agencies to build people’s capacity, and
thereby their equality of opportunity, rather than maintaining their dependency upon the skills or
largesse of ‘experts’.
A co-productive / equal opportunities approach will inform all of the project’s work, i.e. open
membership, non-discriminatory recruitment, accessible information and events, a welcoming
culture, and mindfulness regarding who participates and how participation could be strengthened.
Cartrefi Cymru’s Welsh Language policies and practices will be fully applied in relation to the
Project.

___________________________________________________
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5.5 Protection policies
Cartrefi Cymru, the Project host, is a Welsh national provider of domiciliary care and housingrelated support. It is registered with the Care and Social Services Inspectorate Wales and has
policies in place for both the Protection of Vulnerable Adults and the Protection of Children and
Young People. It provides in-depth Safeguarding training for all staff and volunteers, and carries
out Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) checks for all recruitment. These policies and practices
will be fully applied in relation to the Project.

___________________________________________________
5.6 Sustainable development
5.6.1 Environmental sustainability
We believe that people in Wales should be able to satisfy their basic needs and enjoy a better
quality of life without compromising the quality of life of future generations. We are committed to
supporting Wales to become more sustainable, to enhancing the economic, social, environmental
and cultural well-being of people and communities, and to achieving a better quality of life for our
own and future generations. We recognise that what we do as an organisation can have a positive
or negative impact upon the future. We are committed to reducing any negative impact and
supporting sustainable development in how we work.
Our policy and practices will be based on Cartrefi Cymru’s Environmental Policy (2015).
Key aspects are:
 the Co-production Network for Wales wants future generations of Welsh people to live
without needing to tackle the results of our bad decisions about the environment and how
we use our resources now
 we acknowledge that we all have a responsibility to protect the environment for the future
and will demonstrate this understanding in all we do
 we will make good decisions about what we buy, how we use energy and water, how we
get rid of waste, and how we run our services
 we will help people to understand why thinking about the environment is important and
why doing things to protect it is even more important
 we acknowledge that we all have a responsibility to protect the environment for the future
and will demonstrate this understanding in all we do.
We will also sign up to the Welsh Government’s Charter for Sustainable Development.
5.6.2 Project sustainability
Funding is being sought for a three-year period. The Partnership Project Board, Members’ Forum and staff
will work closely with Network members to ensure sustainability and growth beyond this period. Our
sustainability strategy will be established by the end of the first year and signed off at the Network AGM
for immediate implementation.
We anticipate that there will be four revenue streams.
1. Grant funding from non-governmental sources.
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2. Project funding from government and public sector partners.
3. Membership fees.
4. Income from consultancy, training and commissioned project work.
A priority is to ensure that the need for revenue does not impede the effective delivery of the core
activities of the Network, or our collective co-production aspirations.
In addition, we intend to utilise our collective resources to develop and sustain the initiative: places and
spaces, transport and equipment, and the knowledge, skills, experience and attributes of our members.
As individuals, citizen groups, public service organisations, and local & national government organisations,
members will create and share a wealth of experience, learning, evidence and practice, operating as a
diverse and reciprocal peer-support network.

________________________________________________________________________________

6. THE PARTNERS
___________________________________________________
The Co-production Network proposal is a partnership bid, submitted by Co-production Wales and
the Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA) including Participation Cymru. As a partnership, we
believe that we are uniquely placed to delivery on this aspirational and far-reaching initiative.
Between us, we have unparalleled knowledge and experience of co-production, extensive networks
(both formal and informal, national and international) and spheres of influence at both government
level and on the front line. The project will be hosted by Cartrefi Cymru.

___________________________________________________
6.1 Cartrefi Cymru
Cartrefi Cymru will host the project and manage its staff and finances. We are a Welsh national
charity and company limited by guarantee, established in 1989, specialising in the achievement of
positive outcomes for people with social care and housing related support needs. We have Waleswide coverage, with ICT networked offices in Gwynedd, Denbighshire, Powys, Carmarthenshire,
Bridgend, RCT, Cardiff and Torfaen. We currently employ over a thousand staff.
Our strategic goal is to achieve brilliant teams, working with families, communities and partner
agencies, enabling individuals to achieve great outcomes, without wasting money, time or energy.
We describe ourselves in the following terms:
 Person-centred support provider
 People-oriented employer
 Welsh national company with strong local roots
 Not-for-profit - for co-operation.
Our Board
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Our board of trustees includes representatives from Welsh Government, NHS, law, international
business, academia, carers, and the co-production movement.
Our networks
We are active members of the following:
 Alliance of Alliances / WCVA
 Bronllys Well-Being Park Steering Group
 Challenging Behaviour Community of Practice
 Community Living Network (founder member and chair)
 Co-Production Wales
 Cymorth Cymru
 Learning Disability Advisory Group
 Learning Disability Wales
 Mid Wales Social Co-op Consortium (founder member and chair)
 Social Co-operation Forum (founder member and chair)
 Wales Alliance for Citizen Directed Support
 Care Council for Wales / Workforce Development Committee (chair)
Our reputation
Cartrefi has an excellent track record of engagement in Welsh national policy developments and of
commitment to co-operation and partnership. We are trusted as honest brokers and genuine
collaborators in a sector where competition and self-interest often breed distrust and distancing
between agencies and actors.
We are respected for our quality of support based on person-centred values and a continual
openness to innovation. Our practice in relation to Active Support has been described by a leading
authority as the best in the UK. We won the Best Supported Living Provider category in the
Cymorth Cymru ‘Promoting Independence’ awards in 2013. In 2015 we won a Carnegie Trust
‘Enabling State’ award for our Floating Support service, demonstrating co-production and Systems
Thinking, as well as inter-agency partnership-working, in the design and delivery of the service.
We have also been hosting a Basic Skills partnership project on behalf of Welsh Government and
the Wales TUC for the last seven years. The most recent audit report concluded that the project
had met all its objectives for the funding period.

___________________________________________________
6.2 Co-production Wales
Co-production Wales is a values-led social enterprise. Currently unfunded, we operate as a voluntary
alliance of individuals and organisations with a shared mission: to build on the best of our traditions
of cooperation and community to transform Wales into a society that places co-production
principles at the heart of its public services, its communities, and the lives of its citizens.
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Our aim is social justice and the permanent shift of power from state to citizens.
Since 2011 we have been working on a self-funded basis to:
 make co-production the primary model of public service commissioning, design, delivery
and evaluation across Wales
 provide support, information and evidence to organisations, communities and individuals
who want to work co-productively, particularly in relation to public service delivery
 act as a network to assist collective and cooperative working, peer-mentoring and the
sharing of best practice and research
 lead on and contribute to a national co-production conversation: evaluating current
practice, developing frameworks for on-going reflection and learning, and helping to
develop effective, evidence-based models of implementation
 be an effective campaigning organisation for co-production, influencing and informing
government, commissioners and funders, organisational leaders, public service
professionals, volunteers, service recipients, carers and community members.
Our Board
The Co-production Wales Board provide a wealth of experience and knowledge of co-production,
relationship-centred practice and citizen-engagement. They are highly respected for their
commitment to this agenda and influential within peer and government networks. They are:
Nick Andrews, Swansea University School for Social Care Research
Jan Balsdon, The Wallich
Ben Dineen, Spice Innovations
Ruth Dineen, Co-production Wales / Cardiff University
John Hallett, Cardiff West Communities First
Jenny O’Hara Jakeway, Powys Carers
Joe Powell, All-Wales People First
Adrian Roper, Cartrefi Cymru / Social Co-ops Forum
Rick Wilson Community Lives Consortium / Wales Alliance for Citizen-Directed Support
We also benefit from the expertise of our sixteen associate directors and, in addition, we are
supported by a number of internationally-respected co-production champions: Edgar Cahn & Chris
Grey, Timebanks USA; Eddie Bartnick, former Western Australia Mental Health Commissioner; Anna
Coote, New Economics Foundation; David Robinson, Community Links / Early Action Task Force; and
Hazel Stuteley founder of the inspirational Connecting Communities co-production initiative.
Our networks
We are at the heart of three, inter-related networks:
 The Co-production Wales network - an informal group of over 600 individuals from more
than 120 organisations who have expressed an interest in, or actively participated in, our
campaign activities and events.
 The UK Co-production Practitioners’ Network, hosted by the New Economics Foundation.
We have been instrumental in building the Wales Group into the largest and most active
in the Network with over 160 members.
 A national and international peer-support network of colleagues from all sectors and at
all levels, from Scotland, England, Australia and USA, offering support and advice, and
sharing knowledge and resources.
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Our reputation
Co-production Wales is trusted and respected by co-production practitioners and advocates in Wales
and beyond. Our directors collaborate with / are part of numerous public service organisations,
academic institutions, government departments and citizen activist groups. Beyond Wales, we are
working with the New Economics Foundation, the Early Action Task Force, the Social Care Institute of
Excellence and the Scottish Co-production Network, among others. Over the past three years we
have demonstrated both our ability to engage, inform and inspire others, and our genuine
commitment to the principles of co-production.
Those leading Co-production Wales have demonstrated an absolute commitment to coproduction values and techniques from the start. Indeed, participating organisations (who will
form the initial membership) have co-produced this proposal. As a result there is a genuine
commitment and enthusiasm to carry this vision forward.
Dave Horton, Development Manager, Action in Caerau and Ely (ACE)
Co-production Wales has already demonstrated its capacity to enthuse and influence national
policy and practice. A Co-production Network would, by bringing together a number of key
advocates and practitioners, offer the potential to take this to another level and make a strategic
impact.
Michael Trickey, Director, Wales Public Services 2025
Increasingly policy makers, politicians and public service providers are talking about
co-production as an approach that could offer better outcomes and wider societal benefits. My
fear is that this conversation is driven by desperation rather than evidence. Real understanding
about co-design and co-production is at best patchy with limited appreciation of what works, how
it works and why it works. The sector and, indeed, wider society, needs to learn from the
trailblazers. None have blazed the trail more intelligently or to better effect than the policy
makers, thinkers and providers gathered beneath the banner of Co-production Wales.
David Robinson OBE, Early Action Task Force / Community Links
Recent collaborations
 Member of the Bevan Commission advising the Health Minister on Prudent Healthcare;
contributed chapter on co-production to the related e-publication; member of working
group advising on Prudent Healthcare Principle 1, 'remodel the relationship between user
and provider on the basis of co-production'.
 Organised / co-hosted Commissioning for Co-production Masterclasses in north and south
Wales, working with the New Economics Foundation. Facilitated Train the Trainer
Commissioning Masterclasses hosted by Public Health Wales.
 Initiated and co-authored Seeing is Believing: real evidence, people’s stories an electronic
catalogue of co-production case studies produced in partnership with Public Health Wales;
facilitating workshop launch event for leaders and influencers.
 Working with Welsh Government and Cartrefi Cymru on Health and Social Care Integration
initiative: open space events and bi-monthly reports to Health Minister

Other relevant work
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Organised / co-organised range of conferences and regional network meetings. Coproduction themes included: resilient communities, health and social care, education,
housing, the environment, co-design and the core economy.
Presentations, keynotes and workshops for e.g. The Care Council, Welsh Government,
Wales Co-operatives & Social Firms Wales, Cardiff Third-Sector Council, Public Health Wales,
Aneurin Bevan Health Board Future Leaders' Programme, Macmillan Cancer Care,
Carmarthen Voluntary Action, RCT Interlink, NHS Infomatics etc.
Co-authored Co-producing services - co-creating health - a co-production guide launched at
Public Health Wales/1000 Lives+ NHS Masterclass.
Training and consultancy for e.g. Public Health Wales Unscheduled Care workstream; NHS
Wales Planned Care review; NPT Homes Sheltered Housing Review; Spice Innovations
process-capture & training programme.
Open Letter to Welsh Government: campaigned for co-production to be placed at the heart
of public services in Wales. Our Open Letter gained wide media coverage and resulted in a
commitment to 'enshrining co-production in law' from the First Minister.
Co-created an initial Co-production Asset Map for Wales (with WCVA including Participation
Cymru). The 100+ respondents shared knowledge and experience and offers/requests for
help with research & evaluation, social media & communications, training & consultancy,
partnership working & mentoring.
Participated in the co-production of the Social Services & Wellbeing Act: member of the
Future Generations Steering Group.
Gave evidence on co-production to the Williams Commission on Public Service Governance
and Delivery. Co-production was strongly supported in the final Report.
Celtic Connections Scotland-Wales: organised collaborative visit to Joint Improvement Team
/ Scotland Co-production Network. This shared learning event led to the 'Strategies for
Success' briefing paper and related seminar.
Member of New Economic Foundation’s Co-production Critical Friends; Social Care
Institute for Excellence Co-production Group.

___________________________________________________
6.3 Wales Council for Voluntary Action (WCVA)
The Wales Council for Voluntary Action represents, campaigns for and supports voluntary
organisations, community action and volunteering in Wales.
Our aims
WCVA is committed to a strong and active third sector building resilient, cohesive and inclusive
communities, giving people a stake in their future through their own actions and services, creating a
strong, healthy and fair society and demonstrating the value of volunteering and community
involvement.
We are asking everyone - people, communities, third sector and statutory partners - to work
together putting people at the centre of all we do. Putting people at the centre and sharing
responsibility, power and resources results in better services and outcomes for everyone.
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Encouraging and supporting people as active citizens is critical to the future public service in Wales
where increasingly many of the services may well be community-owned and run. Change in how we
provide public services for people in Wales is now needed because demand for acute services is
rising, money is running out and preventative and community services are being cut. Quality of life
cannot be delivered by the local authorities and the NHS alone; community action and volunteering
need to be capitalised and communities need to be resilient at the local neighbourhood level.
Our Board
WCVA’s members have approved changes to our Board of Trustees, reducing the size from a
maximum of thirty-six to twelve elected members with up to four appointed places: this new Board
will be approved at our AGM on 26 November 2015. Trustees will be appointed on the skills and
experience required for the Board to effectively discharge its governance duties, as against the
previous categories of interest. Terms of office for the new Board are three years renewable to a
maximum of nine years. To minimise risk and ensure a level of continuity, the existing Chair of
WCVA, the Treasurer and the Chair of the Audit sub-committee will continue and be protected for
two years.
At the same time a Membership Forum, with representation from all the different interests, is being
created to enable members to actively engage in the work of WCVA: advising WCVA’s Board on
policy and strategy development.
Our networks
WCVA is a membership organisation with 3,440 members (as of 1 September 2015). We lead on and
participate in a range of informal and formal networks e.g.
 Third Sector Support Wales is the partnership agreement between the third sector
Infrastructure of WCVA, the County Voluntary Councils, the Volunteer Centres and Welsh
Government, recognising the generic support role to the third sector; which gives the
national, regional and local dimensions of working, managed by a core group.
 The Third Sector Partnership Council is the key national body for the third sector to speak
with and hear from the Welsh Government. It is chaired by the Minister for Communities
and Tackling Poverty and is made up of representatives of third sector networks working
across twenty-five areas of third sector activity along with three representatives from WCVA.
The main purpose of the Third Sector Partnership Council is to make sure that the principles
set out in the Third Sector Scheme are put into practice. As part of this scheme, each Welsh
Government Minister is committed to meeting with representatives of the relevant
networks of third sector organisations covering their areas of responsibility at least twice in
any one calendar year. WCVA facilitates these meetings.
Recent collaborations
 Public Services Leadership Panel Our role is: to inform and shape the public service
transformation agenda; draw thinking together from across the evidence base; encourage
and support innovative collaboration within and between service sectors, creating more
effective services; accelerate the shift to digital public services; and advise the Minister on
projects or proposals for piloting and testing new approaches to public service delivery.
 Wales Public Services 2025 WCVA is a funding partner of this body, hosted by Cardiff
University. The Wales Public Services 2025 programme is looking at the economic,
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demographic, social and environmental pressures that will confront Wales over the next ten
to twenty years and which will be felt more acutely here than in most parts of the UK. It is
creating a civic space in which public servants, civil society, politicians and people across
Wales can engage in open, informed, radical debate on how our public services could be
different, and what we need to do to get there.
Good Practice Wales WCVA is a partner in this case-study resource for Wales. Good Practice
Wales is a single access online portal to Welsh public services good practice and knowledge.

Other relevant work
 Representing and facilitating third sector engagement in and leading the third sector in
shaping and implementing the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act. This Act includes
a duty on local authorities to promote the third sector; the development of social
enterprises, co-operatives and mutuals, and services led by people who use them. WCVA
represents the third sector on Welsh Government’s Social Services National Forum, Social
Services Leadership Group, and facilitates third sector engagement through the Health and
Social Care Alliance of Alliances.
 WCVA is a signatory to the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act Collaborative Partners
Memorandum of Understanding with partners Association of Social Service Directors
Cymru, Welsh NHS Confederation, WLGA, Community Housing Cymru, and Care Forum
Wales. The Collaborative enables collective responsibility and mature conversations;
promotes consistency; informs and influences to get best out of the skilled workforce;
models behaviour expected of others; reinforces the importance of the role of third sector
and private sector providers and delivers against a work programme.
 WCVA with Public Health Wales facilitate a national Learning in Action Collaboration which
supports the practical application of co-production values into health and social care
delivery across all sectors. The programme, which has now run for two years, provides
practical support based on an action learning methodology, delivered through national
meetings hosted by the projects to share learning. The objective is to work together to find
practical solutions that translate into positive outcomes for individuals and communities,
focusing on issues and challenges identified as a priority locally.
 WCVA’s Participation Cymru is a partnership of public and third sector organisations and
works with public service organisations in the public, private and third sectors to achieve
better public engagement in the design, development and delivery of citizen-centred
services for the people of Wales. It developed the Welsh Government endorsed National
Principles for Public Engagement in Wales. Participation Cymru has a comprehensive
training programme focused on engagement and participation and runs participation
networks throughout Wales.

___________________________________________________
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6.4 Grant-funded project delivery – track record
WCVA has many years’ experience in delivering and managing grant-funded projects in Wales.
The scale and complexity of the projects vary significantly from £50,000 to in excess of £50
million. WCVA have robust procedures and processes in place to ensure the highest standards in
project and financial management. These are internally and externally audited and evaluated for
both content and probity. WCVA has achieved a clean audit certificate for every year since its
inception in 1934.
WCVA successfully delivered the Big Lottery funded ‘Sustainable Funding Cymru’ (SFC) project
during 2006-2013. SFC equipped the sector with the skills and information to secure and maintain
the resources required to diversify its funding ‘mix’ to work towards long-term sustainability. The
project exceeded the targets set for activities and 28% of organisations supported stated that
their financial sustainability had improved as a result of the project. In addition, WCVA have
successfully managed the People & Places funded ‘Explore’ project which provided internship
opportunities for students and graduates.
Our ability to successfully manage strategically important and complex projects has seen WCVA
become an Intermediate Body (IB) for the new seven-year European programme. Being an IB
entails taking on functions that are normally the undertaking of the managing authority, in this
case Welsh Government through the Welsh European Funding Office.

___________________________________________________
6.5 Complementarity
WCVA including Participation Cymru welcome the additional capacity and complementarity of the
proposed Co-production Network Wales, in particular developing the co-production element of
the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act. WCVA is confident that this proposal does not
duplicate current Participation Cymru networks of engagement practitioners, but will add value to
their work. Participation Cymru offers advice and support to engagement practitioners from
across the third and public sectors on all aspects of engagement i.e. information, consultation and
shared power. Our expertise and experience in this regard will enrich the capacity of the Coproduction Network for Wales rather than duplicate its work. We are clear that the two networks
can co-exist and, where appropriate, cross-fertilise.
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7. PROJECT BUDGET
___________________________________________________
7.1 Summary

total amount
requested
from Big
Lottery Fund

VAT
recoverable
from total

funding
from other
sources

A

B

C

(A minus B
minus C)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

total

total cost

total cost

total cost

project cost

Project management (12%)

14657

14657

14657

43970

0

0

43970

Director

40398

41610

42858

124866

0

0

124866

Coordinator

28538

29394

30276

88208

0

0

88208

Recruitment costs

1000

0

0

1000

0

0

1000

Expenses of project staff and volunteers

7467

7467

7467

22400

0

0

22400

Rent, heat, lighting, building maintenance and insurance

20133

20133

20133

60400

0

60400

0

Training of Staff/Members

5000

4000

4000

13000

4000

9000

Training of volunteers/ partners

12500

12500

19000

44000

0

14000

30000

Monitoring and evaluation

6107

6107

6107

18321

0

0

18321

0

0

0

0

106500

0

15554

90946

Professional and legal fees

0

0

0

Other revenue costs (please specify)

0

0

0

£93,954

£428,712

Fund raising
Marketing, publicity, development and outreach

total project costs

50300

186100

28100

163968

28100

172598

£522,666
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7.2 Outcomes-based breakdown

Salaries,
Recruitment Expenses of Expenses of
pensions
costs
project staff project
and National
volunteers
Insurance
(18.6%)

Director
Coordinator
Outcome 1. Community of practice
Branding, website design, social media
2 national one-day events
8 regional / local meetings
Co-design events for Citizen Engagement
Strategy
Outcome 2. Evidence base
Co-production Resource
Asset Map
Action-research programme
Co-production Catalogue
Outcome 3. Co-productive practice
Training & mentoring - citizen networks
Training resources and programmes 1
Training resources and programmes 2
Access & equality
Outcome 4. Co-production context
Co-production advocacy, promotion,
campaigning
Sub Totals
In kind match
Management cost 12%
Evaluation cost 5%

124866
88208

Total

213074

500
500

Rent, heat, Training of Training of Monitoring
lighting,
Staff/Memb volunteers/ and
building
ers
Partners
evaluation
maintenance
and
insurance

2500
2500

Fund raising Marketing, Professional Other
publicity,
and legal
revenue
developmen fees
costs (please
t and
specify)
outreach

3000
3000

9000
2400

6000

213074

1000

5000

Overhead
Total
costs
Revenue
(Premises/U Costs
tilities/Insur
ance)

17400

0
60400

3000

2000
2000
2000
3000

9000
4000

21000
30000
14000

0

0

130866
94208

Y1,2,3 + 3% per annum
Y1,2,3

16200
23446
12000

16200
32446
14400

Includes 1200 Y2&3
Y1,2,3
Y1,2,3

1000

1000

10000
6550
17250
4500

10000
6550
17250
4500

Includes 800 Y2&3

2000
2000
2000
12000

Yr 3 only
Yr 3 only
Yr 3 only
Y1,2,3

21000
£366,420
£93,954
43970
18321

Y1,2,3

90946
15554

0

0

0

18321
1000

5000

17400

60400

13000

44000

18321

0

Notes

106500

0

0

0

Y1,2,3
Y1,2,3

Y1,2,3
Y1,2,3

£522,666
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activity / action
Outcome 1. Community of practice An active and influential all-sector community of practice – citizens, public service providers and the
state.

branding, website design & development, social media design
relevant hosting and software e.g. Survey Monkey
translation costs

two national one-day events each year – north and south Wales:
venue, lunch/refreshments, programme & delegate packs, facilitation, graphic recording, video, speakers, citizen access,
expenses

eight regional / local meetings each year – pan Wales:
Network members to co-host
facilitation, graphic recording, citizen access, expenses
to include strategic and operational planning sessions

two co-design events for Citizen Engagement Strategy – year 1
facilitation, graphic recording, citizen access, expenses
Outcome 2. Evidence base A compelling evidence and knowledge base for co-productive ways of working, underpinned by an increased
understanding of the effectiveness of co-production in the promotion of citizen and community wellbeing and a better collective life.

Co-production Resource - partnership with Health Promotion Library
literature review; collate, update, add to collection; create video resources; catalogue management; purchase of relevant
items

Asset Map - partnership with Participation Cymru
create on-line survey / asset-mapping events / collate results
design searchable, easily updatable electronic resource, hosted on Network website

Action-research programme – up to 10 projects per year
admin & co-ordination / mentoring & support
four x one-day training sessions per year: e.g. participatory research, commissioning for outcomes, co-design, appreciative
inquiry
one launch/celebration event per year (mid Wales) 80 attendees: facilitated, graphic visualisation, video recording (mid Wales)
support for publishing evidence: e.g. writing, video, design, translation, production, dissemination

Co-production Catalogue - case studies - in partnership with Public Health Wales
collect, collate, update resource, disseminate, editorial & copywriting support, design, translation
Outcome 3. Co-productive practice State, providers and citizens working together to commission, design, deliver and evaluate our
public services. Citizens have meaningful opportunities to engage in decisions which affect them, and are valued as equal partners.

training & mentoring – citizen networks / citizen activists
two co-design events, research, compilation
design of resources & training packages, translation, dissemination (NB equal access for citizens)

training resources and programmes 1 – regulation, inspection, training
two co-design events, research, compilation
design of resources & training packages, translation, dissemination (NB equal access for citizens)

training resources and programmes – commissioning, design, delivery, evaluation
two co-design events, research, compilation

costs

£16200

£32446

£14400

£1000

£10000

£6550

£17250

£4500

£2000 + £2000 (match)

£2000 + £2000 (match)

£2000 + £2000 (match)
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design of resources & training packages, translation, dissemination (NB equal access for citizens)
£12000
Access & equality
service-users & carers attendance at annual and regional events, training sessions, Members’ Forum
Outcome 4. Co-production context More relevant, effective and sustainable public services through increased understanding and
application of co-production principles of assets, networks, outcomes, reciprocity, and equality. A stronger, more resilient core economy.

Network staff & members involved & influential in key decision-making bodies.

Support and advise on Welsh Government initiatives in this regard.
£21000

Explain, promote, advocate, campaign. Inspire others to become champions of co-production through presentations, publications,
conversations and through demonstrating its efficacy in practice.


___________________________________________________
7.3 Other Funding Sources
The full cost of the project is £93,954 more than the funding being sought from the Big Lottery. The larger part of this extra cost (£60,400) is to cover accommodation
related items such as rent, heat, lighting, building maintenance and insurance. These costs will be met through an in-kind contribution
by Cartrefi Cymru. The smaller part of the extra cost (£33,554) is to augment Big Lottery funding in relation to project activities across the Outcome areas:
for example, marketing, asset mapping, and training. These costs will be met by in-kind contributions from Network members reflecting the reciprocal
sharing ethos of co-production. A number of agencies have already indicated their willingness to make such contributions and, although not yet formally
secured, we are confident the target amount will be reached if not exceeded.

source of funding

amount

Member organisations
Cartrefi Cymru

33,554
60,400

total

93,954

secured
tick if applicable

X

yet to be secured
tick if applicable

In kind contribution
tick if applicable

X

X
X

________________________________________________________________________________
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